President Doug Taylor welcomed members and guests to a Joint Meeting of the Rotary Club of Hiroshima S.E and the Rotary Club of Pearl Harbor, the 2878th meeting of the Rotary Club of Pearl Harbor, where we pursue Peace Through Service.

Hiroshima, S.E. President, Umeyo Yunkawa welcomed Rotary Club of Pearl Harbor and Rotary Club of Hiroshima members and guests to the joint meeting.

The Pledge of Allegiance was led by President Doug Taylor. Doug has been a member since February 13, 1984 and sponsored by George Topic. Hiroshima President Umeyo Yunkawa led the singing of “R-O-T-A-R-Y”
Instructor Jim Varner and HRYF board member Bruce Fink. Rotarian Guests Within District 5000: Calabash Member Alan Lloyd (Windward Oahu). Member Induction: Dudley Fullard-Leo, Feb 12, 1996, Sponsored by John Mihlbauer.

CELEBRATIONS


ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

“I CAN” donators: Alice and Bee Clark, Bruce Fink, Leo Fullard Dudley, John Mclaughlin, Jim Varner, Stefanie Wilson, Alan Lloyd

HAPPY BUCKS

Generous donations were given by both RCPH and Hiroshima Club members. Ernie Anderson, Les Hunkele, John Mihlbauer, John Doty, Dudley Fullard-Leo, Connie Kraus, Alan Lloyd, and Bee Clark all gave $100 to the Foundation in honor of our sister club Hiroshima Tonan’s visit. Jeff Deer donated $101 to the Foundation and Doug Taylor donated $100 to the club in recognition of our sister club and happy to see George Topic back. Les Hunkele, $20 to the Foundation giving thanks to Kambe san for being his sponsor during his visit to Hiroshima. John Mclaughlin, $20 to the Foundation thanking the Hiroshima Club for taking care of Donna when she was sick during their visit. Carl Myers, $20 to the Foundation had a good time golfing with our sister club. Ryoji Hyata, $20 to the Foundation recognizing his 19 year old girl and 16 year old boy attending a prestigious school in Japan. Tamito Yoshioka, $100 to the Foundation happy to have twin sons at the age of 65. Izumi Yamashita, $100 to the Foundation. Masayuki Kambe, $100 happy to be grandparents next month. Masao Hosoda, 10,000 yen to the Foundation. Ume Yunkawa, $50 to the Club.

PROGRAM

Bill Bow introduced each of our Japanese visitors: Umeyo Yunokawa President, Masayuki Kambe Past President and wife Yukiko, Yoko Sano Vice President, Jyunichi Kinugasa Secretary, Masataka Iwai, Izumi Yamashita Past President and wife International Service Director Bill Bow, President Doug Taylor, Hiroshima S E President Umeyo Yunokawa & Hiroshima S E International Servic Director Ryoji Hayata

Akiko, Masao Hosoda Past President and wife Teruko, Tamito Yoshioka Past President and wife Saori, Ryoji Hayata International Service Director. They were warmly welcomed with kukui nut leis donated by our very own Pat Middleton.

President Umeyo Yunokawa thanked Pearl Harbor Rotarians for their hospitality and talked about their clubs appreciation for the outstanding sister club relationship. She said their club looked forward to future sister club activities.

President Doug thanked President Umeyo Yunokawa for her remarks. He said that our club also wishes to see the outstanding relationship continue for many years into the future. He a said that we were really enjoying their visit and looked forward to the rest of their visit and asked her to sign a children’s book Treasury of Bedtime Stories, by Jane Jerrard, which will be donated to Aiea Elementary School to promote literacy.

President Umeyo Yunokawa & President Doug Taylor

ADJOURNMENT

Sam Heard led us in the 4-Way Test.
February
World Understanding Month
Feb 25: Alan Lloyd - Liquid Natural Gas
March
Literacy Month
Mar 4: TBA
Apr 27: 6:00 p.m. Pearl Harbor Swirls, Pacific Aviation Museum
Apr 29: 9am – 11am, Harmony On Ice, Ice Palace

THE 4-WAY TEST
Of the things we think, say or do
1. Is it the TRUTH?
   ‘Oia ‘i keia o‘i‘elo
2. Is it FAIR to all concerned?
   Kupono ia ka kou
3. Will it BUILD GOODWILL and BETTER FRIENDSHIPS?
   Kukulu iokomai‘a‘a me pilialoha maika‘i a‘e
4. Will it be BENEFICIAL to all concerned?
   Pono ia ka kou